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Do traces of KGB, FSB and GRU lead to Islamic State?
Marius Laurinavičius, Senior Analyst, EESC

Again, this article will not be related to the
structure, clans, their interrelations, and KGB
basis in Putin’s current regime. This essay is a
sequel of the previous piece which aimed to
take another glimpse at Putin’s suspicious links
with international terrorism.

Crooke’s headline can be rephrased like this: ‘Is
it really possible to fully understand the
phenomenon of the Islamic state without paying
attention to the alleged links between Russian
secret services and Chechen terrorists?’
Some things are hard to deny

This time I decided to draw attention to a
significant role (which was a surprise for many
experts) of Chechen terrorists in a battle of
Islamic state that has become a main threat to
the West. Based on this role, it is not only
possible, but vital to examine the potential links
between the Islamic state and Russian secret
services.
One of the inspiration sources was the article
published in ‘The Huffington Post’ called ‘You
Can't Understand ISIS If You Don't Know the
History of Wahhabism in Saudi Arabia’1. It was
written by Alastair Crooke, a famous expert of
the Middle East terrorism, a former diplomat
and a ranking figure in British intelligence MI-6
That article is definitely worth reading for all of
those who want to understand more about the
phenomenon and threats of the Islamic state.
And I don’t even consider arguing with the
famous expert, especially when I, myself, do not
aspire a career of terrorism expert.
However, after long years of exploring Putin’s
current regime and it’s KGB roots, I believe that
Alastair Crooke.”You Can't Understand ISIS If You
Don't Know the History of Wahhabism in Saudi Arabia”
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alastair-crooke/isiswahhabism-saudi-arabia_b_5717157.html
1

In general, the links between Chechen terrorist
and Russian secret services cannot be denied
even by those Western experts and
commentators who tend to call these links a
conspiracy theory.
The fact that the famous Shamil Basayev,
Ruslan Gelayev and some others Chechen
terrorist commanders began their career not
only fighting on the Russian side during the
Georgian-Abkhaz war, but were directly trained
by the special forces of Russian military
intelligence (GRU), was basically never even
denied in Russia.2 The traces of GRU agents
were not a secret as well.3
Even Yuri Drozdov, the legend of Russian
secret services, former KGB General-Major and
a longtime chairman of the board at ‘S’, in his
interview for fontanka.ru in 2011 publicly
admitted that all this information about Basayev
was true. According to Drozdov, Basayev was
Миф о Басаеве - или кого он представляет на самом
деле. http://www.apsny.ge/analytics/1128329041.php
3
Борис Кагарлицкий. С террористами не
разговариваем. Но помогаем? Версия взрывов домов в
России.
http://2000.novayagazeta.ru/nomer/2000/03n/n03ns08.shtml
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‘one of the leaders of a special military
division’4.
Also undenied is the fact that Basayev’s
incursion into Dagestan and house bombing
afterwards contributed, to say the least, to
Putin’s coming to power. The Western world
has less and less doubt that this was all a wellexecuted, although seemingly unthinkable,
operation of Russian secret services.
Whether we read Litvinenko's and Felshtisnky’s
book ‘FSB blowing up Russia’5, David Satter’s
‘Darkness at Dawn: The Rise of the Russian
Criminal State’6, John Dunlop’s ‘The Moscow
Bombings of September 1999: Examinations of
Russian Terrorist Attacks at the Onset of
Vladimir Putin's Rule’78, or the especially
popular investigation carried out by Karen
Dawisha, professor at the Miami University,
called ‘Putin's Kleptocracy: Who Owns
Russia?’9, it is difficult to deny the tons of odd
coincidences and inexplicable actions of
Russian government. In the meantime, Putin’s
regime closed all doors to any kind of
investigations, and many people, who were
trying to shed some light on these allegations,
were murdered or died under very strange
circumstances.10
What are the
Wahhabism?

roots

of

Chechen’s

Юрий Дроздов: Россия для США - не поверженный
противник, http://www.fontanka.ru/2011/03/05/042/
5
Александр Литвиненко, Юрий Фельштинский “ФСБ
взрывает
Россию”,
http://www.felshtinsky.com/books/FSB%203rd%20ed.20
11.pdf
6
David Satter. “Darkness at Dawn: The Rise of the
Russian Criminal State”, 2003.
7
John B.Dunlop. “The Moscow Bombings of September
1999: Examinations of Russian Terrorist Attacks at the
Onset of Vladimir Putin's Rule”, 2012.
8
Amy Knight. “Finally, We Know About the Moscow
Bombings”.
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2012/nov/22/fi
nally-we-know-about-moscow-bombings
9
Karen Dawisha. “Putin's Kleptocracy: Who Owns
Russia?”, 2014.
10
Mona Charen. “The Despot in the Kremlin”.
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/383301/despotkremlin-mona-charen
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However, this time the examination should not
start from the aforementioned allegations. It is
worth following Crooke’s example and examine
the history of Wahhabism - not only in Saudi
Arabia but in Chechnya and the former USSR in
general. Because namely the so-called Chechen
Wahhabis are now battling for Islamic terrorists
- they were always the synonym for the term
‘terrorists’ in Russia.
Russian journalist Sanobar Shermatova, who
died in 2011, was considered not only a
journalist, but also one of the best Russian
experts of Middle Asia and Caucasus. After the
events in Chechnya and Dagestan in summer
1999 she wrote a serious analytic piece called
‘The so-called Wahhabis’11.
In this essay Shermatova digs into Wahhabism
roots not only in Chechnya and Dagestan, but
also in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kirghizia.
She doesn’t tend to any conspiracy theories, and
examines various links of ‘the so-called
Wahhabis’ - also with Afghanistan, Pakistan
and Saudi Arabia.
But the story begins with the protests in
Dunshanbe in autumn 1991 that resulted in
Tajikistan government allowing the first free
elections and registering the Islamic party12 (not
without the help of Moscow’s go-betweens,
including Vladimir Putin and Anatolij
Sobczak,1314 who is more likely Putin’s comrade
rather than a democrat which he is often
referred to - aut. note).

Many authors in Tajikistan itself claim that
namely the pressure from Sobczak-led
delegation led to Tajikistan’s government
decision to register the Islamic party, although it
Санобар Шерматова.”Так называемые ваххабиты”.
http://old.sakharov-center.ru/chr/chrus20_1.htm
12
Душанбе-1990:
русский
взгляд.
http://www.fergananews.com/articles/6484
13
Путин: “Эту прививку я получил от Собчака”.
http://www.aif.ru/society/2183
14
Олег Панфилов. “Таджикистан: неизвестная
революция”.
http://inosmi.ru/sngbaltia/20130315/206982497.html
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has already been labeled extremists and
‘Wahhabis’ by then.15
After emphasising that this Islamic party was
merely a ‘branch of USSR Islamic Revival
party’, Shermatova continued: ‘Islamic activists
played a pretty important role in the opposition.
I mean those who were called ‘Wahhabis’ in
KGB chronicles. At the time this term was not
widely known, and not entirely understood even
by those who were called this name. USSR had
banned the Islamic literature, and only those
few who went to study in Arab countries, had
knowledge about Islam history, movements and
streams. But these people, as usual, were
inspected for their loyalty to KGB, and then
included into ‘religious nomenclature’ while
constantly being controlled by the special
services. Ordinary Muslims were not familiar
with Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhabi’s
doctrine. In Shermatova’s research and in
further investigation of Uzbekistan’s and
Kirghizia’s ‘Wahhabis’, KGB traces stretch
along the story.
Which theory is more reliable?
Truth is, many other Russian researchers deny
any role of the KGB in spreading Wahhabism
ideas in the former USSR territory. For
example, a famous Russian historian of religion
and Islamic researcher Roman Silantyev16 states
that KGB allegedly had no more power to resist
this spread. Aleksei Kundryavtsev,17 associate at
the Moscow Institute of Oriental Studies, even
claims that the young generation of Islamists
turned the Wahhabism direction precisely
because the old religious authorities had KGB
shadows on them. Other authors elaborate these
В.Щеколдин: Три дня в Душанбе 1991 г.
Антисоветские
выступления
в
Таджикистане
(история)
http://www.centrasia.ru/newsA.php?st=1315630380
16
Роман Силантьев. Исламское возрождение
в республиках
бывшего
СССР —
2.
http://www.apn.kz/publications/print229.htm
17
Алексей Кудрявцев. “Ваххабизм”: проблемы
религиозного экстремизма на Северном Кавказе”
http://www.cac.org/journal/2000/journal_rus/cac09_2000/14.Kudriav.sh
tml

ideas to a level where it turns out that KGB
started to use the name ‘Wahhabis’ on those
Muslim activists who were not willing to
collaborate with KGB in the first place18.
But none of these experts deny that establishing
a USSR Islam Revival party was a main
element of ‘Wahhabism’ rudiment in the former
USSR territory.1920
In the meantime, Akhmed Zakayev (who then
lived in London and was even called the Prime
minister of the unrecognised Chechen Republic
of Ichkeria), Aslan Maskhadov (former
Chechnya’s president) and other so-called
representatives of the wing of the secular battle
for Chechnya’s independence has long and
consistently called many radicals the agents of
Russian special services. Zakayev’s attitude
towards the aforementioned congress of USSR
Islam Revival party in Astrakhan is also
unambiguous.
When the the founding congress of USSR
Islamic Revival party was held in Astrakhan in
1989 (other sources say 1990, so Zakayev might
be mistaken - aut. note), KGB undoubtedly
knew what they wanted. Just as Vladimir
Zhirinovsky’s liberal democrat party, which has
been preventing the true Russian liberal
democrats from uniting for two decades now,
the branches of USSR Islam Revival party, that
have taken roots into in Muslim regions of the
former USSR, have successfully separated
Muslims by dividing them into ‘right’ and
‘wrong’. This is how Moscow turned Islamic
radicalism into an effective vaccine against
various nations’ movements for national
liberation’, Zakayev explained in his interview
back in 200821.

15

"Возрождение" ислама в современном Дагестане.
http://www.religio.ru/relisoc/129_print.html
19
Сергей Филатов, Роман Лункин. Северный Кавказ:
горские народы в поисках религиозной идентичности.
http://www.keston.org.uk/encyclo/09%20Kavkaz.html
20
Алексей Малашенко. Ислам для России.
http://carnegieendowment.org/files/pub-35912.pdf
21
Ахмед Закаев: я действительно верю в хорошие
перемены.
http://ru.delfi.lt/opinions/comments/ahmed-zakaev-ya18
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A lot can be said about KGB’s role in these
events from the emerged stories that KGB
agents were being infiltrated into democratic
movements, and tried to control them (see
‘Putin’s Russia. System’s spine - KGB: who
was hiding behind Gorbachev’s and Putin’s
backs’)22. It would have been weird if KGB had
treated Islamic movement different than the
democratic.
Returning to Shermatova’s idea that the rise of
Wahhabism can be viewed both through the
prism of Islamic Revival party congress and the
events in Tajikistan, it is worth noting that there
are at least three different witnesses who claim
that KGB had consciously provoked the bloody
events in Dushanbe in 1990. Their goal was to
prevent the liberation movement in Tajikistan
which was based on the examples of Ukraine
and the Baltic States23.
One of these testimonies was published by the
then-officer of Tajikistan KGB - Abdul
Nazarov24. Another was announced by Kakhar
Makhmarov, longtime leader of Tajikistan
during Soviet days and the first president of
Tajikistan.25 The third testimony was published
by Makhmadali Khait26, a former activist of folk
movement ‘Rastochez’, now the deputy
chairman at Tajikistan Islamic Revival party.
dejstvitelno-veryu-v-horoshieperemeny.d?id=16838897#ixzz3NsGmw2XF
22
Marius Laurinavičius. V. Putino Rusija. Sistemos
stuburas – KGB: kas slėpėsi už Gorbačiovo ir Putino
nugarų.
http://www.delfi.lt/news/daily/lithuania/v-putino-rusijasistemos-stuburas-kgb-kas-slepesi-uz-gorbaciovo-irputino-nugaru.d?id=66573614#ixzz3NrpqVOy5
23
Саид Ахмедов. Конфликты в Таджикистане:
причины и последствия. http://poli.vub.ac.be/publi/etni1/akhmedov.htm
24
Таджикистан: В Горно-Бадахшанской области убит
генерал
спецслужбы
Абдулло
Назаров.
http://www.fergananews.com/news.php?id=19105
25
Экс-президент Таджикистана о роли КГБ и
армянских беженцев из Спитака в беспорядках в
Душанбе
1990
года.
http://www.regnum.ru/news/polit/1373705.html#ixzz3Nr
oWX6cE
26
Хаит: февральские события 1990 года в Душанбе
были
организованы
КГБ
СССР.
http://news.tj/ru/news/khait-fevralskie-sobytiya-1990goda-v-dushanbe-byli-organizovany-kgb-sssr

In this context it would be hard to believe that
KGB did no longer control the situation
regarding the spread of Wahhabism in the
former USSR territory, let alone made effort
that the congress of Islamic Revival party in
Astrakhan went according to their scenario. This
leads to thinking that the statements of both
Shermatova and Zakayev sound much more
logical than those claiming that KGB had no
role in creating the aforementioned party and
during the rise of Wahhabism.
Chechen terrorists forged in Tajikistan
It is also worth speaking about Tajikistan in the
context of Wahhabism history in Chechnya
because Basayev, ‘one of the leaders of the
special purpose military unit’, went to Tajikistan
where the political war had already gained
momentum by then27, and fought in the
opposition side.
It is stated that Basayev was personally familiar
with Said Abdul Nuri, the leader of United Tajik
opposition and Islamic party. Ostensibly this
acquaintance led to Khattab28 moving to
Chechnya and becoming Basayev’s loyal
comrade.
Moreover, some experts in Armenia claim that
Basayev, just like Chechen terrorists Gelayev
and Salman Raduyev, who were always linked
to Russian special services, fought for
Afghanistan side in another war (before
Abkhazia) where the examination of the role of
Soviet secret services will probably never be
complete2930 - in Nagorno-Karabakh31. Namely
27

Igor Rotar. The Influence of North Caucasus Islamic
Radicals on the Situation in Central Asia.
http://www.jamestown.org/regions/centralasia/single/?tx_
ttnews[pointer]=6&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=39764&tx_ttnews
[backPid]=660&cHash=cd45e37fdbe3c6ce7ba3cfc64c1c7
2e3#.VJcPMcECJc
28
Игорь Ткачев. Дружба Народов. Страна
победившего ваххабизма.
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/15400
29
Karabakh separatists 'were managed by KGB'.
http://news.az/articles/politics/38934
30
Heiko Krüger. The Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict– A
Legal
Analysis.
https://books.google.lt/books?id=7JDCQuUs8sC&pg=PA19&lpg=PA19&dq=karabakh+kgb&sourc
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in Nagorno-Karabakh Basayev allegedly met
Khattab who was fighting in the same
battlefield.32
Telling links to Dugin
However, it is worth returning to the congress of
USSR Islamic Revival party in Astrakhan and
its main players. Though Akhman-Kadi
Akhtayev, a modest Islamic teacher from
Dagestan, was elected a leader of the party, the
names of other organizers speak for themselves.
First of all - Geydar Dzhemal, the current
chairman at the Russian Islam committee, a
longtime companion of Alexander Dugin33 who
earned fame during the aggression in Ukraine.
Although Dzhemal is sometimes even referred
to as a dissident of Soviet times, and now turned
into Putin’s opponent, this figure is worth taking
a closer look. Not only because of his longtime
friendship with Dugin. Dzhemal is a grandson
of a chairman of Azerbaijani USSR supreme
court, formerly a high-ranking officer at the
Caucasian NKVD. He started his career in 1965
when he entered the Institute of Oriental
languages (later renamed the Institute of Asian
and African studies). By the way, the famous
Zhirinovsky entered the same institute in 1964).
There are many testimonies on what kind of
institution it was and how it was related to
USSR secret services. But probably the most
eloquent is the one published by a famous
Russian journalist Yelena Tregubova in her
book ‘The tales of a Kremlin digger’.

e=bl&ots=SReHm4Qysk&sig=sWa93_IfqKLZkj4BWuK
RQYZwoc&hl=lt&sa=X&ei=wRmXVPb_B9bkavCpgvAH
&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=karabakh%20kgb&f=false
31
Chechen Fighter's Death Reveals Conflicted Feelings in
Azerbaijan.
http://www.eurasianet.org/departments/insight/articles/ea
v051402.shtml
32
“Terror in Karabakh Chechen Warlord Shamil
Basayev's Tenure in Azerbaijan”.
“The Armenian Weekly”, USA.
33
Алексей Челноков. “Три богатыря” в форме WaffenSS. http://www.sovsekretno.ru/articles/id/3197

The journalist quotes Mikhail Margelov, a
former chairman of the Foreign Affairs
Committee of the Federation Council of Russia,
currently a vice-president of ‘Transneft’. It
should be noted that in 1997, when Tregubova
published her words, Margelov was only a
‘young PR specialist’
But it is worth noting what he said to
journalist’s voice recorder: ‘after my studies at
the Institute of Asian and African studies I had
two ways - back to KGB or ‘following a party
line’. Everything else is only branches of these
lines: you can go to APN (press agency
‘Novosti’), to the Ministry of Foreign affairs,
and to the ideological department of the Central
Committee... Or you end up in the First Chief
Directorate (KGB foreign intelligence - aut.
note) in Yesenevo’34.
However, the official Dzhemal’s biography says
that he was expelled from the institute after his
first year of studies - allegedly because of the
‘bourgeois nationalism’. Yet it is inexplicable
how he managed to land a job at the publishing
house when this type of institutions were
carefully protected from any kind of ‘antiSoviet elements’ during USSR times. Also
inexplicable is how Dzhemal and Dugin
avoided any serious problems with KGB after
practicing ‘underground’ activities, spreading
fascist ideas and event creating the ‘Black Order
of SS’35.
It is also difficult to explain why KGB did not
take an interest into the fact that Dzhemal
allegedly affiliated with Tajikistan Islamists
back in 197936. And in 1980 he traveled to
Елена Трегубова. ”Байки кремлевского диггера”.
http://kremdigger.narod.ru/tregubova_bayiki_kremlevsko
go_diggera.html
35
Igor Alexandrowitsch Ryvkin. Russland: Krieg gegen
den Liberalismus Teil 1. Werdegang und Einfluss
Alexander
Galjewitsch
Dugins.
http://efmagazin.de/2014/06/10/5414-russland-krieg-gegen-denliberalismus-teil-1
http://inosmi.ru/russia/20140611/220930019.html
36
Mark Sedgwick. “Against the Modern World:
Traditionalism and the Secret Intellectual History of the
Twentieth
Century”
.
https://books.google.lt/books?id=GcUFmQNF_0C&pg=PA223&lpg=PA223&dq=golovin+dugin&so
34
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Tajikistan together with Dugin - it could hardly
be overlooked by the KGB.
Truth is, Dugin’s case is much clearer. It is
known that his father Gelyi Dugin was a
general-lieutenant at GRU.37 In 1990-1992
Dugin himself was granted unprecedented
access to the secret KGB archives38, despite his
alleged underground activities, and he later
admitted that his first geopolitical textbook was
written under a ‘closed regime in General Staff
Academy’39. Looks like the invisible hand of
GRU protected Dugin during other career steps
as well, thus it can be assumed that he had
always been a GRU man.
It can explain things that seem inexplicable in
Dzhemal’s biography - it doesn’t matter
whether he personally collaborated with GRU
or KGB - for those who know USSR reality, the
trace of secret services seems highly likely in
this case.
By the way, after the spread of Wahhabism in
USSR territory Dzhemal had publicly supported
the actions of Chechen Wahhabis or even
justified terror acts numerous times. However,
even under Putin’s regime, he managed to avoid
the attention of Russian law enforcement for
many years by some miracle.
In summer 2009 Maksim Mishchenko (deputy
of the State Duma, founder and leader of the
youth movement ‘Young Russia’) made an
urce=bl&ots=Qzr-VIybQ&sig=BTe1qjKhrru002fZaFmfRByZwQQ&hl=lt&s
a=X&ei=lAaUVN7zK4ztapa4gpgE&redir_esc=y#v=onep
age&q=golovin%20dugin&f=false
37
John B.Dunlop. Aleksandr Dugin’s “Neo-Eurasian”
textbook and Dmitrii Trenin’s Ambivalent Response.
http://www.jstor.org/discover/41036826?sid=2110499716
3471&uid=2129&uid=2&uid=70&uid=3738480&uid=4
http://www1.kueichstaett.de/ZIMOS/forum/docs/forumruss13/4Dunlop.p
df
38
Andreas Umland. “Aleksandr Dugin’s transformation
from a lunatic fringe figure into a mainstream political
publicist, 1980–1998: A case study in the rise of late and
post-Soviet
Russian
fascism”.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S187936
6510000242
39
Владимир Абаринов. Оккультная личность.
http://grani.ru/opinion/abarinov/m.233386.html

official address to the Russian prosecutor
general’s office regarding Dzhemal’s extremist
public announcements. He demanded that the
Islamic committee was declared an extremist
organization, and Dzhemal was prosecuted. But
again - no result.
Dzhemal was inviolable until March 2012 when
he could no longer avoid the persecution against
Putin’s critics after the end of 2011 and the
mass protests in the beginning of 2012. FSB
performed a search at his house and allegedly
found extremist literature. Nevertheless,
although the proceedings were instituted,
Dzhemal enjoys freedom and active social
lifestyle, unlike other leaders of the ‘Left front’
A net of KGB agents
Dzhemal’s involvement in creating USSR
Islamic Revival party, of course, is not a
sufficient evidence of a link between Chechen
Wahhabism and Russian secret services.
Especially when he can only indirectly be called
a supporter of Wahhabism - at least in public he
prefers to be referred to as a representative of
Russian Islam in general.
So let’s take look at other famous figures from
the congress in Astrakhan.40 Among them, apart
from Basayev and Nuri, is Bagautdin Kebedov,
a leader of Dagestan’s Wahhabis and active
organizer of Basayev’s intrusion into Caucasus
republic.

But the most attention should be drawn to the
two Chechens who are considered not just
representatives of the radical wing, but
ideologists of Wahhabism. One of them - Adam
Deniyev - was openly called ‘Wahhabi’41 back
in 1989 by the officers at the Religious board
under the Chechnya-Ingush council of
40

Mairbek Vatchagaev.Strategy and Perspectives on
Dokka Umarov's Rapprochement with the Radicals.
http://www.jamestown.org/single/?tx_ttnews%5btt_news
%5d=4139&no_cache=1#.VJiezcECJc
Вахит Акаев. Чеченский капкан для ваххабитов.
http://newsland.com/news/detail/id/707172
41
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ministers. He denied his belonging to this Islam
radical movement at the time, but nowadays
even the researchers of ‘Wahhabism’ in USSR
consider this man one of the first ideologists of
Wahhabism in Chechnya.42
Apart from the aforementioned titles, Deniyev
was also a longtime KGB and FSB agent. At
least he was called that by various sources not
only in Chechnya but in Russian media.43
For example, ‘Nezavisamaya Gazeta’ wrote
after Deniyev’s death in 2001: ‘Upon his visit in
Baghdad, president Dzhokhar Dudayev
informed Iraq’s government about the links
between Deniyev (who went to Iraq to study in
1992 after unsuccessful attempts to take roots in
Chechnya - aut. note) and Russian FSB. It was
probably the first accusation for Deniyev
regarding his connections with special services.
Later on these accusations were following him
constantly’44.
In 2000, after the Russian forces uptake in
Chechnya, when Deniyev was appointed the
deputy of Akhmad Kadyrov, Chief Mufti of the
Chechen Republic of Ichkeria, gazeta.ru
announced that, according to their sources,
Deniyev was not only an FSB agent, but would
also be executing a special FSB operation in the
republic’s government.45
Andrei Babitsky, a famous Russian journalist,
also called Deniyev an FSB agent and even
accused him of kidnapping.46 47 Deniyev
Гурия Мурклинская. Ислам и политика в
современной Чечне. http://zavtra.ru/content/view/199910-0583
43
Муса Ъ-Мурадов. "Человечность" осталась без
лидера. Заместитель Ахмада Кадырова взорван в
прямом эфире. http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/253929
44
Орхан
Карабааги.
Халиф
всея
Руси.
http://www.ng.ru/facts/2001-04-25/3_halif.html
45
Газета.Ру: Новый заместитель Кадырова — агент
ФСБ. http://lenta.ru/vojna/2000/11/23/deniev
46
Кто такой Адам Дениев. Андрей Бабицкий считает
этого человека
причастным
к собственным
злоключениям.
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/society/11351.html
47
Сергей Тополь, Юрий Сенаторов. Андрей Бабицкий
—
заложник
"Человечности".
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/141722
42

publicly responded that he had never been
related to any special services, but “if he was a
KGB agent, he would definitely be proud of
that’. Deniyev has never hidden his pro-Russian
position, at least after the second Chechen war.
It is also known that his brother was a highranking officer at Chechen FSB.48
There is also enough evidence in Russian media
about Supyan Abdullayev (another ideologist of
Wahhabism and one of the main initiators of
creating a USSR Islamic Revival party) and his
links with special services. But in this context it
is important to emphasize not the testimonies
themselves, but the fact that Abdullayev,
according to these evidence, started to
collaborate with KGB well before founding the
USSR Islam Revival party.
For example, in 1999 (already in the current
regime) ‘Moskovskij Komsomolets’ wrote:
‘Abdullayev demonstrated radical views well
before the collapse of USSR and organizing the
‘Islam Revival Party’. According to some
sources, Abdullayev was recruited by KGB
officers back in 1980s’.49
Zakayev’s insights worth noting?
So the creation of the party itself should raise
serious suspicions about the key role of KGB in
these processes - whether we believe Zakayev’s
testimony, or not.50 The rudiment of
Wahhabism in Chechnya is apparently also
related to the suspected KGB agents.
But now we have to talk not only about historic
consequences. Because Abdulayev, until his
death in 2011, was the main comrade and
ideologist of Dokka Umarov, leader of
Майнат Абдулаева. Спецслужба в храме, или
смерть
в
прямом
эфире.
http://2001.novayagazeta.ru/nomer/2001/32n/n32ns14.shtml
49
Москва ждет сына идеолога боевиков.
http://www.mk.ru/social/article/2009/06/18/303568moskva-zhdet-syina-ideologa-boevikov.html
50
Jamie Glazov .The Russia-Al-Qaeda Axis.
http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTI
D=30285
48
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Caucasian emirate. And namely the role of
Umarov and his other companions (also the
creators of USSR Islam Revival party) is
especially important talking about the current
fight of Chechen Wahhabis in the Islamic state.
But first let’s go back to June 4, 2013, when the
world spoke very little about the Chechens
fighting in Syria. That exact day Zakayev gave a
very interesting interview to radio station
‘Radio Svoboda’.
When asked about the rumours that Umarov had
passed away, Zakayev put a whole theory that is
definitely worth quoting: ‘according to our
sources, the information about Umarov’s death
is false; he is alive and healthy. The thing is that
Russia, its special services and Vladimir Putin
are once again preparing a surprise for
theirWestern partners who are involved in
intense negotiation on Syria’s situation
Syria witnessed confronting forces who not only
fought for Assad (Syria’s president Bashar alAssad; in 2011 a revolutions against him started
in Syria - aut. note) or against Assad: they
represent different influence areas - the Western
world that wants to leave Russia without its last
foothold in the Middle East, and Russia which
understands that losing the influence in Syria
means losing influence in the whole Middle
East region. Therefore Russia is interested in
delaying or overall preventing the process of
Assad’s withdrawal. To do so, according to our
information, Kremlin made a decision to
transfer Umarov to Syria.
And what does Umarov’s show-up in Syria (at
the opposition fighting against Assad) really
mean? After all, Russia claims that for Assad
opposition is not some sort of political forces or
state’s population, but merely dregs from all
around the world, the so-called Islam radicals
who promote the global ideology of Jihad. Can
you imagine what position the Western leaders,
who made the decision to lift embargo of arms
for the opposition, will be put in? Dokka
Umarov’s show-up in Syria will become an
evidence that the opposition has criminal
organizations among its ranks. Moreover, those

organizations have been declared terrorist by the
UN and various other states.’
A journalist, in his own view, found this version
‘interesting but very extravagant’, so he asked
straightforwardly whether such response of
Zakayev meant that Umarov was related to
Russian special services.
To which Zakayev responded calmly: “We
announced it many times. In 2007 Umarov
declared war to America, Great Britain and
Israel. Before this statement, Dokka was in the
radar of Russian secret services, but was
released by some miracle, and announced this
statement. Umarov is under full command of
Russian special services. To this day he was
(and will be, I’m sure) performing the tasks
assigned to him by these structures. The
emerging of his organization in Northern
Caucasus complied with Kremlin’s interests
because it kind of proved this: Chechnya is not
fighting for independence and statehood, but
rather for creating a caliphate “from sea to sea”.
Russian propaganda was trying to show to the
world that the ones fighting in Chechnya are not
freedom fighters but radicals who will put all
effort to recreate caliphate, and are the enemies
of civilized world’.
In this interview Zakayev also stated that
“according to our sources, Umarov’s main
ideologist and the main author of emirate
concept - Isa Umarov- is already is Syria. A few
days ago he announced that the epicenter of
events is namely there, and that all supporters of
jihad have to be in Syria.’

Looking back to those weird (at the time)
statements from today’s perspective, we can
notice that everything basically came true.
Umarov, of course, did not show up in Syria,
but was murdered after less than a year - in
winter or spring in 2014. Meanwhile, Omar alShishani (real name Tarkhan Batirashvili), who
suddenly rose to power at Islamic state, admits
openly that he came to Syria under Umarov’s
command.
8
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The rise of Wahhabis provides a lot of pabulum
to Russian propaganda and political games.
Based on various sources in Syria itself it can be
assumed that Umarov certainly is in Syria51.
And it looks like he is involved in recruiting
new terrorists to Islamic state. It was stated by
Usman Ferzauli,52 a self-proclaimed Ichkeria’s
minister of foreign affairs, in his interview for
Russian newspaper ‘Komersant’ on July 26,
2013.
Wahhabism, Georgian intelligence or GRU?
But let’s take a sharper look at Chechens
themselves (their biographies, to be specific) in
Islamic state’s government which has been
considered the biggest threat to the West lately.
Especially in the context of other vague links
between Russian regime and Islam terroristsboth in terms of what was written in this essay,
and the historic parallels in my previous essay
‘Putin’s Russia. Will Kremlin get away with
this again?’
These two Chechens (originally from Pankisia,
Georgia) are the aforementioned al-Shishani and
Muslim Abu Walid al Shishani (real name
Murad Margoshvili). The two were included
into the list of the most wanted terrorists in US.
A famous British journalist and blogger Joana
Paraszczuk, who is currently focusing on
Chechen battle in Syria, wrote in one of her
pieces about the ‘ridiculous conspiracy theory
that al-Shishani is actually a KGB agent’53.
Since al-Shishani is only 28 year old, this theory
might seem ridiculous at first glance. When
USSR collapsed and KGB was reorganized into
other Russian secret services, the kid was just 5
years old. But it is important to note that these
Joanna Paraszczuk. Muslim Shishani “In Sharia Court
Dispute Over ‘Fitna’ Among Chechen Jihadis”.
http://www.chechensinsyria.com/?p=23012
52
Ольга Кузнецова, Муса Мурадов, Максим Юсин.
Битва за Ичкерию перекинулась на Сирию.Боевиков
для оппозиции вербует главный чеченский ваххабит.
http://www.kommersant.ru/gallery/2241167
53
Joanna Paraszczuk. Report: “Isa Umarov Loses Sharia
Court
Case
Against
Muslim
Shishani”
http://www.chechensinsyria.com/?p=23019

rumours are also circulating among the
Chechens who are fighting in Syria. Moreover,
the journalist herself thinks that it is vital to
publish such rumours, and adds that they are
also related to the opinion that Umarov has a
strong influence on al-Shishani.
At first glance it seems that other al-Shishani’s
biography facts would deny even the slightest
possibility that al-Shishani is an agent of
Russian secret services. It is widely known that
Batirashvili (al-Shishani’s real name) was
serving in Georgian army and fighting against
Russian aggression in 2008. Some say he was
an agent of Georgian special services or at least
the special divisions of Georgian army54
But Batirashvili’s biography is worth taking a
closer look. Especially interesting details were
provided by his father Teimuraz Batirashvili
who is an orthodox, not Islamist. He told that
until the arrest for illegal possession of weapons
his son was not a Wahhabi or Islamist in
general. According to father, al-Shishani ended
up in Syria not because of religion. He simply
wanted to make money.
But the most interesting detail is that
Batirashvili apparently started his career not in
Georgian army but in Gelayev’s terrorist squad
when he was barely 14.55
The information calls for serious investigation
because Gelayev, who had GRU traces stretched
behind him for many years, was hiding in
Pankisia at the time, and in 2001 he actually
participated in the attack in Abkhazia (which
was mentioned by Batirashvili’s dad). But this
time Galayev was not on Russian side but
allegedly aiming to help Georgia win back
Abkhazia.

51

54

Alan Cullison. Meet the Rebel Commander in Syria
That Assad, Russia and the U.S. All Fear.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB100014240527023033095
04579181962177007316
55
Mohanad Hage Ali. Meet ISIS’ new breed of Chechen
militants.
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/perspective/analysis/2014/0
8/31/Meet-ISIS-new-breed-of-Chechen-Militants-.html
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Gelayev’s attack is best illustrated by Irakli
Alasania, former Georgian defence minister, in
his interview for Georgian press in 2009. In this
interview Alasania openly stated that Gelayev
and his squad was a ‘weapon against Georgians
in GRU hands’ during the attack in Abkhazia.56
Knowing such an eloquent detail of Shishani’s
career sunrise, all the aforementioned
information about suspicious links between
Wahhabis and Russian secret services,
Zakayev’s statements in 2013 about the
upcoming Chechen role in Syria, and the
testimonies of Batirashvili’s father, the theory
that this character has suspicious associations
(not with KGB but with, say, GRU or FSB)
sounds dramatically different. And this
possibility should be examined more thoroughly
Terrorist who walked free
Muslim Abu Walid’s biography should raise
even more thoughts. When this man was known
as Margoshvili, he was arrested for terrorism in
Russia, and released after two years.

Simply reading what Russian media wrote in
200573, when Margoshvili was arrested, it
seemed obvious that this guy, responsible for
deaths of many people, was never to see
daylight again. But by some miracle he was first
sentenced to two years in prison, and then
suddenly acquitted during retrial.
If it wasn’t enough, a strange story happened in
courtroom - FSB officers were allegedly trying
to arrest him after the acquittal, however
unsuccessfully. According to experts, this can
only mean one thing - Margoshvili became (or
have already been) an agent of Russian special
services.

By the way, Walid became a headache not only
to those worrying about the war in Syria, but to,
say, Germany. In the beginning of December, a
newspaper ‘Frankfurter Allgemeine’ announced
that the diaspora of Chechen natives is
radializing, and the biggest contributors are
Walid and Shishani who has allegedly become
‘an idol of German Islamists’.58
Such information would be yet another reason
to examine the real story of Margoshvili especially knowing KGB traditions to direct
their agents towards weakening Western states,
the unexpected story of al-Zawahiri’s (Al
Qaeda’s leader) potential links to Russian
special services, and the fact that many experts
finally admit that the Islamic state is a bigger
threat to the West than Al Qaeda.
All of this information is in no way an attempt
to prove that all Islamic terrorism is directed
only by Russian secret services. This is not the
case. I perfectly understand that this issue is
much more complex.59
It would be ignorant to deny various historic
facts about the links between Islam terrorists
and Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Afghanistan and
Middle East, and the never ending conflicts in
these regions. There even is a basis to talk about
the current links between some of the Muslim
states and terrorism.
There are various attitudes to such theories as
the one presented by Drozdov in his interview
for ‘fontanka.ru’. Although he admits that
Basayev was one of the leaders of a special
purpose military unit, he argues that it is merely
Russia’s mistake - the same one USA made
regarding bin Laden. KGB general-major had in
mind the undenied theory that US supported bin
Laden when they provided support to

Not too many consistent coincidences?
58

Изо Рикадзе. Панкисское ущелье вновь под
угрозой?
http://inosmi.ru/sngbaltia/20091029/156454995.html
57
Сергей Дюпин. Федералы разоружили Ингушетию.
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/425893
56

Joanna Paraszczuk.Germany Reportedly Concerned
About
Radicalization
Of
Chechen
Diaspora.
http://www.bignewsnetwork.com/index.php/sid/22834985
3
59
Janet Levy. Some Issues with “Counter Terrorism –
The
Right
Approach
and
Solutions”.
http://counterjihadreport.com/tag/konstantinpreobrazhensky/
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mujahideen during Afghanistan war against
USSR.
But there is a basic difference between Muslim
or Western states and Russia when it comes to
links with terrorism. First of all, if a Western or
Muslim state is accused of such links, the story
receives media coverage, the facts are examined
and researched.60 However, it seems that Russia
is immune to international research or public
discussions although the allegations are longterm and consistent. 61 62 63 64 65There is no other
state (having in mind the undoubtful USSR
traditions that Russia might have adopted) that
can be suspected for including terrorism in its
arsenal and strategies for fighting in
international arena.66

communist regime principles all over the world,
and it was well before Islamic terrorism became
a global threat.‘
After this quote and all the information
presented in this essay, the rhetoric question
arises: ‘Doesn’t Putin’s current regime use
terrorism cynically to reach the same victories both internally and against the West?’

So I would like to finish this piece not only by
encouraging you to reevaluate all these
allegation and threats to the Western states. I’d
like to remind once again the Preobrazhensky’s
warning in 2007:
‘The basic difference between Russia’s and
America’s attitude towards Islamic terrorist is
that America regards it as an external threat,
while Russia employs terrorism as an object and
government tool both internally and abroad.
Islamic terrorism is only a part of international
terrorism. KGB was using terrorism to spread
Robert Dreyfuss. “Devil's Game: How the United
States Helped Unleash Fundamentalist Islam”, 2005
61
Ryan Mauro.The Soviet-Jihad Connection: Interview
with
Pavel Stroilov.
http://counterjihadreport.com/2012/09/30/the-sovietjihad-connection-interview-with-pavel-stroilov
62
Konstantin Preobrazhensky. Made in Moscow
Terrorism. Communists and Muslims: The Hidden Hand
of
the
KGB.
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